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Summer Prescott Books is thrilled to present the spine-tingling 6th book in the Bandit Hills Series Deviled Egg Murder. This Halloween prequel will leave you ready for tricks and treats!!Tourist
season is in full swing and life is good for most folks and spirits in Bandit Hills, but clearly not for
Cassie and Dash, or the victim that they discover during pre-holiday festivities. With Halloween
drawing near, the old sanitarium is converted into a haunted house, and the spook factor ends up
being more than the promoters bargained for. The main event of the season, catered by none other
than Bonnie with her drop-dead-delicious food, caps off an adventure that will give you a
spine-chilling treat. Terror and emotion runs deep in this cozy thriller thatâ€™ll keep you guessing
until the roller-coaster conclusion. After allâ€¦thatâ€™s Bandit Hills for ya.
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This has easily become one of my favorite cozy mystery series. This book certainly won't disppoint if
you have read previous books in the series. Cassie and Bandit Hills is getting ready for the biggest

holiday of the year, Halloween. She finds herself needing a tempoorary employee for the increased
tourist season when suddenly a young woman enters looking for a job, and with that, you know
trouble is about to start. The story is very good and will keep your attention from start to finish and
the characters are certainly colorful and interesting. This time the asylum is once again a big part of
trouble in town when a group comes to town to run a haunted tour of the asylum bringing murder
and death. You never know what to expect but one of the new staples of this series is Bonnie and
her cooking, my mouth hasn't stopped watering since she found the cookbook in Cassie's store. As
usual, this story will keep you on your toes and you never know what is is about to happen or who
the murderer is. This series is very entertaining and comical.

If you've ever wondered what it's like to live in a haunted house then imagine what it's like to live in
a haunted town. Things don't just go bump in the night but objects appear where they shouldn't be.
Join Cass and Dash as Halloween nears and a magic amulet causes people to do the unthinkable
and then when the amulet is removed wipes their memory clean. This series just keeps getting
better and better.I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

The tourists are flocking to Bandit Hills for the Halloween season. They want to see the local ghosts
and all the other paranormal activity that is just everyday life for the townspeople. Cass and Dash
are gearing up for night of chills at the old sanitarium which is housing the yearly production of the
Scream Asylum, featuring the Scream Queens. On a tour with one of the owners leading the way,
they discover the body of the other owner's wife. This is a fun series that features a little paranormal
with a lot of great mystery and murder. Enjoy the scary thrills of solving a murder from the comfort of
your chair.The tourists are flocking to Bandit Hills for the Halloween season. They want to see the
local ghosts and all the other paranormal activity that is just everyday life for the townspeople. Cass
and Dash are gearing up for night of chills at the old sanitarium which is housing the yearly
production of the Scream Asylum, featuring the Scream Queens. On a tour with one of the owners
leading the way, they discover the body of the other owner's wife. This is a fun series that features a
little paranormal with a lot of great mystery and murder. Enjoy the scary thrills of solving a murder
from the comfort of your chair.I received this book from the publisher. This is my honest opinion and
fair review.

What better place to celebrate Halloween than Bandit Hills! Blair really as a knack for describing
para normal activity--and I love it. This book does not disappoint-looking forward to book 7. As I

state, I want you to read this book. All the characters are here, with a few new out of towners. You
will not put this down until you are done!!

I really did enjoy reading book 6 in the Bandit Hill series. I mean there really wasn't that much of the
paranormal like I was hoping for but enough that I could tell that is what is was. This time it was
focused around Halloween and a crew came to town to set up the Scream Asylum at the old
sanitarium. Well of course Cassie discovers a body but now she has to figure out what happened
because someone every close to her was accused of murder. I did miss a few of the regular
characters in this book but when you get towards the last chapter, someone you have come to
really enjoy is starting to act weird, so I wonder what is going on there but I can't wait to see what
happens. All in all this was a good book and more on the paranormal size instead of culinary. Great
job Blair!!!

I loved this book! I never thought the person who did it was the killer!! I love Cass and Dash as a
couple, she loves Halloween and he does not and I had to laugh at the description of his costume
when he actually got dressed up for the party!! I was really hesitant about this series in the
beginning before I started reading the first book because of it being a paranormal series but once I
started reading the first book I fell in love with this series. The paranormal is so mild that sometimes
I am laughing out loud!! I can't wait to see what happens in the next book and I hope it is still
Halloween season when it comes out!!! Great series, please keep them coming for a long time!!!

I always look forward to reading a new release in The Bandit Hills Series and this one doesn't
disappoint. I'm enjoying these characters and watching them grow.This one if full of surprises that
will keep you guessing. There are several references to past installments of this series and for that
reason, I recommend you read the books in order. This way, you will have the full impact of those
events and how they have shaped the characters - though it isn't really necessary. I really enjoy this
sereis and look forward to reading more from this author.
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